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Abstract High-resolution vector magnetic measurements were performed on five hydrothermal vent
fields of the back-arc spreading region of the southern Mariana Trough using Shinkai 6500, a deep-sea
manned submersible. A new 3-D forward scheme was applied that exploits the surrounding bathymetry
and varying altitudes of the submersible to estimate absolute crustal magnetization. The results revealed
that magnetic-anomaly-derived absolute magnetizations show a reasonable correlation with natural
remanent magnetizations of rock samples collected from the seafloor of the same region. The distribution
of magnetic-anomaly-derived absolute magnetization suggests that all five andesite-hosted hydrothermal
fields are associated with a lack of magnetization, as is generally observed at basalt-hosted hydrothermal
sites. Furthermore, both the Pika and Urashima sites were found to have their own distinct low-magnetization
zones, which could not be distinguished inmagnetic anomaly data collected at higher altitudes by autonomous
underwater vehicle due to their limited extension. The spatial extent of the resulting low magnetization is
approximately 10 times wider at off-axis sites than at on-axis sites, possibly reflecting larger accumulations of
nonmagnetic sulfides, stockwork zones, and/or alteration zones at the off-axis sites.

1. Introduction

Seafloor hydrothermal systems are strongly related to the cooling of the oceanic lithosphere [e.g., Stein and
Stein, 1992], geochemical cycles of many elements [e.g., Elderfield and Schultz, 1996], submarine mineral
deposits [e.g., Iizasa et al., 1999], and specific chemosynthetic ecosystems [e.g., Takai et al., 2006]. Since the
first discovery of submarine hydrothermal activity on and near the Galápagos Rift in 1977 [Corliss et al.,
1979], more than 300 hydrothermal vent fields have been reported on mid-ocean ridges (MORs), hot
spots, volcanic arcs, and back-arc basins [Hannington et al., 2011].

Hydrothermal processes alter the oceanic crust, resulting not only in the destruction of magnetic minerals from
basalt, diabase, and gabbro [e.g., Ade-Hall et al., 1971; Rona, 1978] but also in the generation of magnetic
minerals through serpentinization of ultramafic rocks [e.g., Oufi et al., 2002]. Furthermore, the high
temperature associated with some active sites results in thermal demagnetization of volcanic rocks, as long
as they are warmer than the Curie temperature of their magnetic minerals. Finally, yet importantly, massive
sulfides bearing their own magnetic properties accumulate over tens to hundreds of meters. The spatial
extent and relative importance of these processes can be estimated using high-resolution, near-seafloor
magnetic anomalies.

Deep-sea, high-resolution magnetic measurement techniques have been developed to study relatively
small-scale magnetic structures. Such techniques either use deep-towed magnetometers [e.g., Sager et al.,
1998; Pouliquen et al., 2001; Tivey et al., 2006; Granot et al., 2012; Caratori-Tontini et al., 2014] or deep-sea
vehicles, such as autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) [Tivey et al., 1998; Zhu et al., 2010; Caratori-Tontini
et al., 2012a, 2012b; Honsho et al., 2013], remotely operated vehicles [Dyment et al., 2005; Szitkar et al., 2014a,
2014b], or human-occupied vehicles (HOVs) [Tivey et al., 1993; Fujiwara and Fujimoto, 1998; Honsho et al., 2009;
Sato et al., 2009]. These techniques have allowed the discovery of reduced magnetization associated with
basalt-hosted hydrothermal sites on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) [Tivey et al., 1993; Tivey and Dyment, 2010],
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Juan de Fuca Ridge [Tivey and Johnson, 2002], Southwest Indian Ridge [Zhu et al., 2010], and Southern
Tyrrhenian Sea [Caratori-Tontini et al., 2014]. Enhanced magnetization zones have been discovered on
ultramafic-hosted sites on the MAR [Dyment et al., 2005; Tivey and Dyment, 2010; Szitkar et al., 2014b] and
sediment-hosted sites [Tivey, 1994; Gee et al., 2001].

Seafloor hydrothermal vent fields are also widely distributed along volcanic arcs and back-arc basins. The
chemical compositions of arc/back-arc hydrothermal fluids exhibit tremendous diversity related to the
host rock (basalt ~ rhyolite) with strong contributions from magmatic volatiles [Ishibashi and Urabe, 1995].
The content of economic metals (Ag, Au, Ba, Cu, Pb, Sb, and Zn) in massive sulfides formed by
hydrothermal activity in the arc/back-arc context is generally higher than on other MORs [Rona, 2008].
However, few studies have been performed on the magnetic signatures of specific arc/back-arc vent fields
[Caratori-Tontini et al., 2012a, 2012b, 2014; Nakamura et al., 2013; Honsho et al., 2013].

Here we present a detailed analysis of the high-resolution vector magnetic data acquired by the HOV Shinkai
6500, both on and off the southern Mariana Trough (SMT) back-arc spreading axis. We used vector magnetic
anomalies along the submersible tracks to estimate the absolute magnetization intensity of the shallow
subseafloor, applying an improved 3-D version of the analysis method based on forward modeling,
proposed by Honsho et al. [2009] for 2-D structures. The obtained magnetic-anomaly-derived absolute
magnetization (MADAM) is consistent with both the equivalent magnetization computed using AUV data
and natural remanent magnetization (NRM) measured on rock samples. Low-magnetization estimates are
associated with the hydrothermal vent fields, as depicted from detailed seafloor geological analyses
performed using video and still camera data acquired during the Shinkai 6500 dives.

2. Study Area

The SMT is located along the convergent margin between the Pacific and Philippine Sea plates [e.g., Stern
et al., 2003] (Figure 1a). The subduction of the Pacific plate beneath the Philippine Sea plate began in the
early Eocene (~50Ma) [e.g., Seno and Maruyama, 1984]. From ~30Ma to ~20Ma, the proto-Mariana arc
rifted, forming the Parece Vela back-arc basin [Okino et al., 1999]. Seafloor extension has focused on the

Figure 1. (a) Seafloor bathymetry of the Mariana Trough. Contour interval is 1 km. Bathymetry map is based on grid data from ETOPO1 [Amante and Eakins, 2009].
(b) Detailed seafloor bathymetry of the southern Mariana Trough. Red squares indicate locations of hydrothermal vents fields. Contour interval is 40m. Bathymetry is
made using 0.025 nmi interval grid data from Seama et al. [2015].
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eastern side of the Philippine Sea plate for the last 6Ma, resulting in the development of the Mariana Trough
[Hussong and Uyeda, 1982]. Seafloor spreading started in the central part of the trough, which was followed
by movement in both the northern and southern areas [Martínez et al., 2000; Yamazaki et al., 2003], forming a
crescent-shaped basin ~200 km wide at its central point. The spreading axis is now located on the eastern
side of the basin, indicating highly asymmetric spreading [Deschamps and Fujiwara, 2003; Asada et al., 2007].

In the southernmost part of the SMT, the general trend of the arc-trench system changes from N-S to E-W.
South of 14°N, seafloor spreading began 3Ma, with a half rate of 33 km/Myr for the west side and
13 km/Myr for the east side [Seama et al., 2015]. The seafloor morphology of axial high features is
characteristic of fast and/or strongly magmatic spreading context. The distance between the spreading
axis and the active Mariana arc volcanic front is ~20 km, suggesting a complex magmatic environment
influenced by back-arc and arc-type magmas [Martínez et al., 2000]. Analyses of sea surface gravity data
have revealed a thick crust (5800–6800m on average) in the SMT, which is in agreement with vigorous
magmatic activity with sheet-like mantle upwelling under the spreading axis [Kitada et al., 2006].

Five active hydrothermal vent fields have been discovered in the SMT between 12°55′N and 12°57′N
(Figure 1b) [Wheat et al., 2003; Ishibashi et al., 2004; Urabe et al., 2004; Kakegawa et al., 2008; Nakamura
et al., 2013]. These fields are aligned perpendicularly to, and within ~5 km from, the spreading axis. The
Snail and Yamanaka sites are located on the axial area, where undeformed volcanic structures have been
reported based on high-resolution bathymetric surveys, which have been interpreted as the current
neovolcanic zone (NVZ) [Yoshikawa et al., 2012]. At the Snail site that displays both active and dead
chimneys and is surrounded by fresh pillow basalt, the maximum temperature of venting fluid was 248°C
at the time of discovery in May 2003 [Wheat et al., 2003]. The Yamanaka site is located on a volcanic
edifice 1.2 km southwest of the Snail site. It consists of white smokers, dead sulfide chimneys, and altered
pillow lavas [Kakegawa et al., 2008].

The Archean site is located at the eastern foot of the axial high, where active black smokers have been observed
on the top of a 50m high mound made of pyrite, chalcopyrite, and sphalerite [Urabe et al., 2004]. The highest
recorded fluid temperatures were 213°C in 2004 and 341°C in 2005 [Ishibashi et al., 2004; YK05-09-Leg2 Cruise
Report, 2005, http://www.godac.jamstec.go.jp/catalog/data/doc_catalog/media/YK05-09_leg2_all.pdf.

The Pika and Urashima sites lie on a 400m high off-axis seamount ~5 km from the spreading axis. The Pika
site is located on the top of a seamount and consists of black smokers, white smokers, dead chimneys, and
sulfide mounds. The Urashima site was discovered in 2010 at the northern foot of the seamount 500m
from the Pika site, and it comprises large black smokers (>10m) and dead chimneys [Nakamura et al.,
2013]. The highest recorded fluid temperatures at the Pika and Urashima sites are 330°C and 280°C,
respectively [Urabe et al., 2004; Nakamura et al., 2013].

3. Data Acquisition

Near-seafloor exploration surveys were conducted around the five hydrothermal vent fields of the SMT using
the HOV Shinkai 6500 of the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology during two scientific
cruises of the R/V Yokosuka. Five dives were conducted during the YK10-10 cruise in August 2010 and nine
others during the YK10-11 cruise in September 2010. Four dives (#1218, #1220, #1227, and #1228) were
devoted to the axial area, including the Snail and Yamanaka sites, five dives (#1216, #1217, #1221, #1223,
and #1224) to the off-axis area around the Archean site, and five dives (#1214, #1219, #1222, #1225, and
#1226) to the off-axis seamount on which the Pika and Urashima sites are located. All 14 dives were
navigated by acoustic ranging using the supershort baseline positioning system. Magnetic data were
generally collected at altitude lower than 15m, but occasionally, at altitudes of several tens of meters.

A three-component fluxgate magnetometer, developed by the Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute of
the University of Tokyo, was rigidly fixed to the front side of Shinkai 6500. Both vector magnetic data and the
attitude of the submersible (heading, pitch, and roll) from a gyrocompass and a motion sensor (OCTANS,
IXBLUE Inc.) were collected at a 10Hz sampling rate. The accuracy of the magnetometer is 0.4 nT.

The surface geology along the dive tracks was constrained by examining video and still camera records for
each dive. In some limited areas, no visual observation of the surface geology was obtained because of
the higher altitude of the submersible. We classified the geological features into five categories: (1) fresh
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lava, (2) fractured lava, (3) sediment-covered lava, (4) debris and breccia, (5) and hydrothermal material. The
hydrothermal areas were characterized by sulfide deposits, chimneys, pluming hot water, white bacteria
mats, and biological habitats.

4. Method
4.1. Initial Processing

Because the magnetometer was mounted on the submersible, magnetic data were strongly affected by the
magnetization of the vehicle. The observed magnetic field vector is expressed as the sum of induced and
permanent magnetic fields of the vehicle and the ambient geomagnetic field [Isezaki, 1986]. We used
data collected during 360° rotations performed spontaneously by the submersible during its descent to
estimate both the induced magnetization vector of the vehicle, expressed by the magnetic susceptibility
tensor A (nine coefficients) and remanent magnetization vector Hp (three coefficients) of the vehicle
using a dumped least square method developed by Honsho et al. [2009]. Parts of the data obtained at
depths shallower than 500m below sea surface or deeper than 500m above the seafloor were not used
in order to avoid the magnetic effects of the ship and the seafloor. The coefficients were estimated
individually for each dive. For example, we obtained the following coefficients of dive #1223 using a
dumping factor of 7,

A ¼
0:03618

�0:03769

�0:06182

0:03499

0:01583

0:00616

0:00155

0:00051

0:00021

0
BB@

1
CCA; Hp ¼

�274

�1928

441

0
B@

1
CA; and σ ¼

47

47

34

0
B@

1
CA:

The quantity σ is model error of observation equation. Based on these coefficients, the attitude of the
submersible, and the regional geomagnetic field (approximated by the International Geomagnetic
Reference Field, IGRF [International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy Working Group V-MOD,
2010]), we computed the magnetic effects of the submersible during the survey and removed them from
the data. The correction was performed for each dive, and the resulting vector magnetic field was rotated
to the geographical coordinates, giving the model error σ in the ranges 47–200, 47–175, and 29–68 nT in
the northern, eastern, and downward components, respectively.

The subsequent three-dimensional analysis required both the position of themagnetometer and the seafloor
topography. The supershort baseline position was smoothed and resampled at intervals of 1 s using a
Gaussian function filter after removing outliers. The altitude data were collected every 1 s with 1m
resolution, and the distance between the altimeter and magnetic sensor was taken into account to obtain
the geometry of the experiment. The seafloor topography was extracted from the 2m interval grid built
from data collected by the AUV Urashima using a 400 kHz multibeam echo sounder (SeaBat 7125 AUV,
Reson Inc., Denmark) during the YK09-09 cruise [Yoshikawa et al., 2012]. Additional sea surface bathymetric
data (50m interval grid) were compiled for areas not surveyed by the AUV Urashima.

4.2. Forward Modeling

The three components of the synthetic magnetic anomaly along the dive tracks, at the same locations as the
observed data, were simulated assuming uniformmagnetization of the seafloor, with direction parallel to the
geocentric axial dipole field (inclination: 24°, declination: 0°) and intensity of 1 A/m (Figure 2). There was not
much difference between the results based on assumption of magnetization direction parallel to the
geocentric axial dipole and the IGRF (inclination: 11°, declination: 1°). A half-infinite magnetic source was
considered, the upper boundary of which was constrained by the bathymetry. The magnetic source was
modeled by a collection of half-infinite rectangular prisms with lateral dimensions of 2m. Magnetic
anomalies at each calculation point were obtained by applying the algorithm of Bhattacharyya [1964],
which provides the magnetic anomaly produced by uniformly magnetized prisms, via the summing up of
the contributions of all prisms located within 100m from the point.

Figure 3 shows synthetic total magnetic anomaly profiles computed for magnetic source layers of various
thicknesses. Although we adopted a half-infinite source, these models show that the synthetic magnetic
anomalies at altitudes lower than 40m are not significantly affected by magnetic sources deeper than 200m.
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Figure 4 shows a comparison between observed and synthetic magnetic anomalies along dive #1227. The
three components of the synthetic anomaly show similarities with those of the observed anomaly, except
for the scale that reflects the low (1 A/m) intensity of magnetization assumed for the modeling.

4.3. Estimation of Absolute Magnetization

The ratio of the observed magnetic anomaly to the synthetic anomaly, computed with unit magnetization
intensity, represents an estimate of the absolute magnetization intensity of the shallow subseafloor. In
order to estimate this ratio quantitatively, we used the linear transfer function technique in the frequency
domain [Honsho et al., 2009]. This approach has been originally used in gravity studies to estimate a ratio
of gravity to elevation as a function of wave number [McKenzie and Bowin, 1976; Watts, 1978].

Both observed and synthetic anomalies were resampled at every 1m interval along the dive tracks. The
magnetization was estimated for each 128m wide sliding window shifted by steps of 16m along the
tracks. The coherency, ratio of the observed to synthetic anomalies together with its error, and polarity
(given by the phase difference between the two signals) were obtained over wavelengths between 16 and
128m. This procedure was applied to each component of the anomaly. We retained estimations with a
coherency greater than 0.3 on at least two components for further interpretation. The ratios of observed
to synthetic northern and downward components were finally averaged and adopted as our best estimate
of absolute magnetization intensity of the shallow subseafloor. This was done for two reasons: (1) the
eastern component is nearly perpendicular to the IGRF direction in the survey area; i.e., it is more
susceptible to correction errors mainly affected by heading error, resulting in a lower S/N ratio; and (2) the
absolute magnetization computed from this component tends to be extremely large, because the
synthetic magnetic anomaly is small due to the assumption that the magnetization direction is parallel to
the axial dipole field. The magnetization polarity was regarded as normal for phases between �90° and
90° and reversed for phases between 90° and 270°.

5. Results
5.1. Magnetic-Anomaly-Derived Absolute Magnetization and Seafloor Geology

The four dives in the axial area including the Snail and Yamanaka sites provided 312 reliable estimates of
MADAM ranging from 1 to 116A/m (Figure 5a). Thirty-two percent of the data indicate high magnetization
stronger than 30 A/m, whereas 19% are associated with magnetizations weaker than 10A/m. Extremely

Figure 2. Schematic explanation of the method used to derive the absolute magnetization. Colored grid: bathymetry
collected by AUV; red line: submersible track; white line: submersible path projected on the seafloor. See text for details.
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high intensities (>70 A/m) are observed in the NVZ, north of the Snail site, south of the Yamanaka site, and in
the central volcanic mound (12°56′52″N, 143°36′57″E). Relatively low intensities (<10 A/m) are observed
around the Snail site and in an area ~200–500m from the NVZ, where many faults trending NNE-SSW to
NE-SW extend parallel to the NVZ.

The video records in this area show fresh lavas, fractured lavas, and hydrothermal material. Sulfide deposits,
biological communities, and chimneys were observed near the Snail site (Figures 5b and 5c), and fresh pillow
lavas seen around the Snail hydrothermal area (Figures 5b and 5d). At the Yamanaka site, sea anemones are
growing within the weak fluid venting (Figures 5b and 5e) on top of fresh pillow lavas (Figures 5b and 5e):
lavas on the western slope of the axial high are fractured and appear to be older (Figures 5b and 5g).

The five dives in the off-axis area including the Archean site provided 204 reliable estimates of MADAM
ranging from 0.4 to 29 A/m (Figure 6a). More than 85% show intensities weaker than 10A/m. At the top of
the mound, the magnetization is generally weaker than 3A/m, whereas stronger magnetizations (>10A/m)
are found outside the mound.

In this off-axis area, video records show debris and breccia, sediment-covered lavas, and hydrothermal
material. Active and dead chimneys and sulfide deposits were observed at the top of the mound
(Figures 6b and 6c), and debris and breccia distributed widely on the slopes of the mound (Figures 6b and
6d). The relatively flat seafloor around the mound was covered mostly by pillow lavas with sediment
(Figures 6b and 6e).

Figure 3. Synthetic total magnetic anomaly calculated by 3-D forward modeling along the track of dive 6K#1227 using
bathymetric data collected by AUV, for dive altitudes of (a) <10m and (b) 20–40m, assuming different magnetic source
layer thicknesses: 10m (blue line), 30m (light blue line), 50m (green line), 100m (orange line), 200m (red line), and infinite
(black line).
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The five dives in the area of the off-axis seamounts including the Pika and Urashima sites provided 250
estimates of MADAM ranging from 0.6 to 61A/m (Figure 7a). Sixty-six percent indicate magnetization
weaker than 10 A/m, and 12% stronger than 20A/m. The magnetization is weak (<5A/m) on the top of
the seamount where the Pika site is situated. Relatively high magnetization (<17 A/m) is indicated on the
northern slope of the seamount between the Pika and Urashima sites. At the northern foot of
the seamount, low-magnetization values (<5 A/m) are concentrated around the Urashima site. This
low-magnetization concentration is surrounded by an area of high magnetization larger than 10A/m,
including several very high magnetization points (~60 A/m) near the northeastern edge of the survey area.
The magnetization is also very high (~54A/m) on the southwestern side of the seamount where small
conical mounds are observed.

The video records show fresh lavas, sediment-covered lavas, debris and breccia, and hydrothermal material in
the area of the off-axis seamounts. Sulfide sediments and both active and dead chimneys were seen near the
Pika site (Figures 7b and 7c). Dead chimneys were scattered within a few 100m of the top of the seamount.
Sediment-covered lavas were distributed just south of the Pika site (Figures 7b and 7d), and active chimneys,
many dead chimneys, and sulfide deposits were observed at the Urashima site (Figures 7b and 7e). Sediment-
covered lavas were distributed widely outside the hydrothermal areas (Figures 7b and 7f), and debris and
breccia observed on the slope between the Pika and Urashima sites (Figures 7b, 7g, and 7h). An extensive
area of fresh pillow lavas was discovered on the southwestern side of the seamount (Figures 7b, 7i, and 7j).

The five investigated hydrothermal fields in the SMT are clearly associated with a low MADAM (Figure 1b):
essentially, the three off-axis sites appear almost nonmagnetic. Only the Yamanaka site is not associated

Figure 4. Analysis of the (left column) northern, (middle column) eastern, (right column) and downward components of the magnetic anomaly. From top to bottom:
observed (black line) and synthetic (red line) magnetic anomaly intensity, coherency (yellow circles), phase (blue circles), magnetization (green circles), and vehicle
altitude (black line). Circles with black solid rims are those considered reliable (coherency >0.3 on at least two components).
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with a clear zone of weak magnetization, but the estimated MADAM values are relatively lower (27–46A/m)
than those of the nearby volcanic mound (~116 /m) (Figures 5a and 5b).

While the hydrothermal areas are characterized by weak magnetization, the areas covered by lavas often
display strong magnetization (with one exception, discussed below). Extremely high magnetizations are

Figure 5. Results from the axial area including the Snail and Yamanaka sites. (a) Distribution of magnetic-anomaly-derived absolute magnetization (MADAM).
Magnetization intensity is shown by the rainbow colors of the outer circles and polarity shown by the black and white colors of the inner circles. Black and white
circles mean normal and reverse polarity, respectively. Background: contoured and shaded bathymetry. (b) Geological observation along dive tracks. Photographs of
(c) hydrothermal site Snail, (d) fresh pillow lava around the Snail site, (e) hydrothermal site Yamanaka, (f) fresh pillow lava near the Yamanaka site, and (g) fractured
lavas west of the neovolcanic zones.
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associated with fresh pillow lavas along the NVZ, outside the Snail and Yamanaka sites (Figures 5a and 5b),
and on the southwestern part of the off-axis seamount (Figures 7a and 7b). The areas of fractured lavas in
the axial zone also exhibit relatively strong magnetization (>10A/m) (Figures 5a and 5b). In addition, the
MADAM values in the area of sediment-covered lavas near the Archean mound and Urashima are
relatively high (>10A/m) (Figures 6a and 6b, and 7a and 7b). A notable exception is the western
topographic high in the spreading center (12°56′52″N, 143°36′57″E), which is surrounded by an area of
low magnetization (Figures 5a and 5b). In this area, fractured lavas are widespread (Figure 5b) and
numerous regional normal faults resulting from tectonic deformation are observed [Yoshikawa et al.,
2012]. Thus, it would be expected that many fissures enable seawater to permeate the lavas and
subseafloor crust, promoting low-temperature alteration of the volcanic layer and therefore reducing
crustal magnetization.

Figure 6. Results from the off-axis area including the Archean sites. (a) Distribution of magnetic-anomaly-derived absolute magnetization (MADAM). Intensity is
shown by the rainbow colors of the outer circles and polarity shown by the black and white colors of the inner circles. Black and white circles mean normal and
reverse polarity, respectively. Background: contoured and shaded bathymetry. (b) Geological observations along dive tracks. Photographs of (c) hydrothermal site
Archean, (d) debris and breccia around the Archean site, and (e) sediment-covered lavas around the Archean site.
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5.2. Evaluation of MADAM by Comparison With NRM Measurements

Several methods have been developed to invert magnetic anomalies into equivalent magnetization [e.g.,
Parker and Huestis, 1974]. Because of the intrinsic nonuniqueness of the potential field problem, an infinite
number of solutions exist: an annihilator, i.e., a distribution of magnetization that produces no anomaly in
the geometry of the experiment, can be determined and added in any amount to a given solution to
produce an infinity of other solutions. On the other hand, our forward scheme provides estimates of
absolute magnetization of the shallow subseafloor (MADAM), which can be directly compared with the
magnetization borne by rock samples, i.e., the NRM of lavas. The thickness of effective source is generally
up to 30 m for our experiment design, in which data were mostly acquired at an altitude of ~10m

Figure 7. Results from the axial area including the Pika and Urashima sites. (a) Distribution of magnetic-anomaly-derived absolute magnetization (MADAM). Intensity
is shown by the rainbow colors of the outer circles and polarity shown by the black and white colors of the inner circles. Black and white circles mean normal and
reverse polarity, respectively. Background: contoured and shaded bathymetry. (b) Geological observations along dive tracks. Photographs of (c) hydrothermal site
Pika, (d) sediment-covered lavas near the Pika site, (e) hydrothermal site Urashima, (f) sediment-covered lavas around the Urashima site, (g and h) debris and breccia
between the Pika and Urashima sites, and (i and j) fresh pillow lava on the southwestern slope of the off-axis seamount.
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(Figure 3). NRM measurements were
reported by Mochizuki et al. [2012]
on samples from our study area: 19
volcanic rocks collected during nine
Shinkai 6500 dives in various places
and seven seafloor cores obtained
using benthic multicores. From the
rock and core samples 2 cm specimens
were drilled in the laboratory. NRMs of
the specimens were measured using
a spinner magnetometer (Natsuhara
Giken) at Kumamoto University. NRM
measurements were performed on
specimens of 11 samples from the
axial area, 7 samples from the off-axis
area, and 8 samples from the off-axis
seamount area. For the sake of
comparison, we averaged 2 to 39
MADAM values around each rock
sampling location within a 50m
radius (100m radius for five sampling
locations), and the averages were
compared with the NRM values
(Figure 8). It can be seen that the
MADAM determinations are generally
consistent with the NRM values.

It is observed that NRM of rock samples tend to be larger for higher values (>10A/m) than MADAM and
smaller for lower values. The former signature is explained by the grain size distribution of lava flows. The
NRM measured on rock samples reflects the magnetization of lava flows, whereas MADAM characterizes
the sources located within the shallow subseafloor. Due to the quicker cooling, magnetic grain size is
smaller in lava outcrops than in the subseafloor, and its NRM is stronger [e.g., Marshall and Cox, 1971; Kent
and Gee, 1996], suggesting high values of NRM on samples collected from the lava surface. The latter
signature might be affected by the degree of low-temperature oxidation of titanomagnetite. A wide range
of magnetization intensity is observed for the results of both MADAM and NRM of the rocks samples, from
just a few to several tens of A/m. This is primarily due to low-temperature oxidation, which causes an
exponential reduction of NRM of lava flows with age [e.g., Irving, 1970; Johnson and Atwater, 1977; Gee and
Kent, 1994; Zhou et al., 2001]. This process must be faster on the surface than in the interior of the lavas,
resulting in weaker NRM than MADAM of the rock samples when both values are low (<10 A/m).

The maximum value of MADAM in the axial area is extremely high compared to the values from previous
study of magnetic anomaly [Honsho et al., 2009] and rock samples [e.g., Gee and Kent, 1994; Zhou et al.,
2001]. However, we adopted all MADAM estimations, up to 116A/m for interpretation, based on following
two reasons: (1) the reliability of MADAM estimations is confirmed by comparison with rock NRM values
collected at very close places as mentioned above (Figure 8) and (2) rock NRM values in the axial area are
also extremely high (>100A/m in one site and 70–90A/m in four sites). Moreover, 12 specimens of rock
samples show NRM values higher than 100A/m.

5.3. Comparison of MADAM With Equivalent Magnetization From AUV Data

A distribution of equivalent magnetization (EM) was computed using magnetic anomaly data collected by
the AUV Urashima in 2009 during YK09-08 [Nogi et al., 2011]. The EM was estimated by a spectral inversion
method [Parker and Huestis, 1974; Macdonald et al., 1980] using the vertical component of the anomaly,
assuming a thickness of 250m for the magnetized layer and a magnetization direction parallel to the axial
dipole field [Nogi et al., 2011; Nakamura et al., 2013]. Because the AUV survey was conducted at an altitude
of ~100m above the seafloor, the EM from the AUV data likely reflects the wider and deeper crustal

Figure 8. Comparison between magnetic-anomaly-derived absolute
magnetization (MADAM) and natural remanent magnetization (NRM)
measured on rock samples [Mochizuki et al., 2012]. Circles and squares
show NRM data set from samples collected by submersible and seafloor
coring, respectively. Error bars of x and y axes show standard deviations of
NRM values and MADAM estimates for each point, respectively.
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structures than the MADAM estimates from our HOV study. The MADAM distribution is generally consistent
with the large-scale structures depicted by the EM in all the surveyed areas (Figure 9).

In the axial area, both the EM andMADAM values are highest along the NVZ, especially in the central volcanic
mound (12°56′52″N, 143°36′57″E), and on the southern volcanic edifice where fresh lavas are observed
(Figure 9a). A zone of high EM is aligned NE-SW, consistent with the distribution of high MADAM on
crossing dive tracks, suggesting recent lava flows. Far from the NVZ, both MADAM and EM are lower,
especially near the western topographic high in the fault zone (Figure 9a). Next to the Snail site, relatively
low values of both EM and MADAM align along a NNE-SSW trend.

While the lowest values of both EM and MADAM are recognized on the top of the Archean mound, higher
values are consistently distributed around the mound (Figure 9b). In particular, the highest values of both
EM and MADAM are located on the western and southwestern sides of the mound, suggesting that
younger lava flows erupted on the surrounding older and rugged seafloor [Yoshikawa et al., 2012].

In the off-axis seamount area, high values of EM are located on its northeastern and western flanks, consistent
with the MADAM distribution (Figure 9c). In contrast, low values of both MADAM and EM are located on the
Pika and Urashima sites. Moreover, according to the EM map, these sites appear located within a continuous
low-magnetization zone, whereas they can be distinguished as two separate lows on theMADAM results. This
observation confirms that near-seafloor magnetic measurements using HOVs help to characterize small-scale
features that would remain undetected with AUV surveys.

Figure 9. Comparison betweenmagnetic-anomaly-derived absolute magnetization (MADAM) from HOV profile and equivalent magnetization (EM) from AUV survey
[Nogi et al., 2011]. MADAM plots are those shown in Figures 5–7. (a) On-axis area, including the Snail and Yamanka sites; (b) off-axis area at the foot of the axial high,
including the Archean site; (c) off-axis seamount area, including the Pika and Urashima sites.
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6. Discussion
6.1. A Similar Magnetic Signature for Lava-Hosted Hydrothermal Sites

Zones of weak or null magnetization associated with hydrothermal sites have been commonly observed at
MORs, e.g., on the trans-Atlantic geotraverse (TAG) field in the northern MAR [Tivey et al., 1993], Endeavour
Field in the Juan de Fuca Ridge [Tivey and Johnson, 2002], and Comfortless Cove and Red Lion fields in the
southern MAR [German et al., 2008]. These hydrothermal systems are hosted in basalt, whereas the SMT
hydrothermal systems are mostly hosted in andesite. Although the mineral compositions of basalt and
andesite are different, as are probably also the types and amounts of their magnetic minerals, the
magnetic signature of andesite-hosted back-arc hydrothermal systems is basically the same as that of
basalt-hosted MOR systems. Such zones of weak magnetization are not only observed in the basaltic-
andesite-hosted or andesite-hosted hydrothermal fields of the SMT (Figures 5–7) but also in other back-arc
hydrothermal systems such as the basalt to andesite-hosted hydrothermal fields of the Palinuro volcano
on the Marsili back-arc basin [Caratori-Tontini et al., 2014], the Hakurei hydrothermal field hosted in
andesite to dacite rocks on the Izu-Ogasawara back-arc rift zone [Honsho et al., 2013], and dacite to
rhyodacite-hosted hydrothermal fields of the Brothers volcano on the Kermadec arc [Caratori-Tontini et al.,
2012a, 2012b]. These observations suggest that lava-hosted hydrothermal sites with wide range of hosted
volcanic rock types (basalt to rhyodacite) yield a similar magnetic signature, i.e., a magnetic anomaly
reflecting a zone of weak or null magnetization.

6.2. Processes Causing the Weak Magnetization Zones at Lava-Hosted Hydrothermal Sites

All five back-arc hydrothermal sites investigated in the SMT are clearly associated with low crustal
magnetization (Figures 5–7). Any of the following could be a cause for such a signature: (1) thermal
demagnetization, where hot fluid heats the surrounding lava above the Curie temperature of its magnetic
minerals [Wooldridge et al., 1992]; (2) hydrothermal alteration, in which volcanogenic magnetic minerals,
such as titanomagnetite, are replaced by nonmagnetic minerals within the up-flow zone [Johnson et al.,
1982; Hall, 1992]; and/or (3) the presence of nonmagnetic hydrothermal deposits [Szitkar et al., 2014a]. In
the off-axis area, inactive hydrothermal areas also exhibit reduced magnetizations (Figures 6 and 7),
confirming that the alteration of the magnetic minerals and/or the presence of nonmagnetic
hydrothermal deposits rather than thermal demagnetization are the major processes leading to the
reduced magnetization. The narrow zones of low magnetization are centered on vent areas; moreover,
low-magnetization zones are confirmed in both HOV (~10m altitude) and AUV (~100m altitude) results,
indicating the presence of low-magnetization source at depths from near seafloor to hundreds of meters.
The modeling study of the magnetization zone in the TAG hydrothermal site proposed a pipe-like source
body with a radius of 100m [Tivey et al., 1993; Tivey and Dyment, 2010; Szitkar and Dyment, 2015]. The
horizontal extent of this narrow pipe-like body is comparable to our investigated sites and also to the
stockwork zones found in volcanogenic massive sulfide deposits such as Cyprus ophiolite [e.g., Johnson
et al., 1982]. These observations potentially suggest that the zones of reduced or null magnetization of
hydrothermal sites in SMT are either up-flow zones of hydrothermal fluid beneath separate vent systems in
the uppermost crust or accumulations of sulfide deposits associated with each vent system.

6.3. Duration of Hydrothermal Activity and Size of Weak Magnetization Zone

In the SMT, we observe that the spatial extent of the low-magnetization zone differs depending on the on- or
off-axis location of the sites (Figure 10). Low-magnetization zones at the on-axis sites of Snail and Yamanaka
are ~30m in diameter, whereas they are ~120m at the off-axis sites of Archean, Pika, and Urashima. This
difference is probably a consequence of a longer duration of hydrothermal activity.

Both the Snail and Yamanaka sites are located in the NVZ. Gravity data suggest a relatively thick crust
(~6.8 km) in the 12.7–13.5°N segment, i.e., a stronger magmatic activity with sheet-like mantle upwelling
[Kitada et al., 2006]. Moreover, a seismic refraction study reveals that such upwelling is characterized by a
zone of low seismic velocity 1.5 km below the seafloor, beneath the axial area in this region [Sato et al.,
2015]. A magma chamber was detected 15 km northeast along the spreading axis at ~3 km depth during a
reflection seismic study [Becker et al., 2010]. Therefore, the heat source for the Snail and Yamanaka
hydrothermal activity is probably episodic dike intrusion at the spreading axis, similar to the fast-spreading
East Pacific Rise hydrothermal systems, where vent site activity might be controlled by dike intrusion over
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decadal timescales [e.g., German and Lin, 2004]. Such a form of heat supply sustains hydrothermal circulations
in an episodic manner, and the hydrothermal areas tend to be small in the axial area.

On the other hand, the Archean site is located 2 km from the NVZ, and although there is no direct information
regarding the heat source for this site, the existence of a large hydrothermal mound indicates a stronger
hydrothermal flux or a longer duration of hydrothermal circulation. Radiometric dating showed that the
maximum age of the sulfide deposits from the Archean site is at least ~3500 years [Takamasa et al., 2013;
Ishibashi et al., 2015], substantiating the presence of long-lived hydrothermal activity.

Both the Pika and Urashima sites find their heat source in the off-axis volcanism forming the seamount on
which they are located. The off-axis eruption is confirmed by the observation of fresh lavas with high
magnetization in this study (Figures 7a, 7b, 7i, and 7j), and the high seismic velocity structure [Sato et al.,
2015]. The off-axis volcano covers an area of more than several tens of square kilometers with a maximum
height of ~400m. This off-axis volcanism is probably a long-lived heat source, extending both during the
formation and cooling of the seamount. Sato et al. [2015] showed that the seismicity around the off-axis
volcano was very low during the observation period of 3 months, suggesting that volcanism might have
ceased. Sulfide chimneys and debris/breccia collected from these sites also indicates an age of up to
~9000 years [Ishibashi et al., 2015]. The growth of the Pika and Urashima hydrothermal sites might
therefore be in their late stage.

The hydrothermal alteration zones and hydrothermal deposit zones grow with age and continuous
hydrothermal activity, which in turn is controlled by the heat source, i.e., the magmatic activity. Long-lived
and giant hydrothermal sites have been reported in slow and ultraslow spreading environments, e.g., the
TAG field, controlled by tectonic faults associated with a low-angle detachment fault [e.g., Tivey and
Dyment, 2010], or the large field discovered at 49°39′E on the Southwest Indian Ridge [Zhu et al., 2010]. In

Figure 10. Distribution of magnetic-anomaly-derived absolute magnetization around five hydrothermal fields of the southern Mariana Trough, represented at the
same scale: (a) Sites Snail, (b) Yamanaka, (c) Archean, (d) Urashima, and (e) Pika. Red circles denote magnetization intensity >10 A/m, blue circles 5–10 A/m, and
purple circles <5 A/m. Brown lines show submersible dive tracks. Isobaths of the background are plotted for every 10m (thin lines) and 50m (thick lines).
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contrast, the hydrothermal systems in the SMT are not associated with large fault systems cutting across the
deeper crust and uppermost mantle, as suggested by the bathymetry and the very low seismicity [Sato et al.,
2015]. The five studied hydrothermal fields investigated are primarily controlled by magmatic activity.

7. Conclusions

We applied a method based on the comparison of near-seafloor three-component magnetic anomaly
data with 3-D forward modeling approach in the spectral domain to estimate absolute crustal
magnetization of the shallow subseafloor around five hydrothermal sites of the SMT. The analysis of these
magnetic-anomaly-derived absolute magnetizations (MADAMs) leads to the following conclusions:

1. The five hydrothermal vent fields of the back-arc spreading region in the SMT are characterized by
low-intensity magnetization generally lower than 5A/m in the off-axis area. The hydrothermal alteration
of magnetic minerals present in the extrusive lavas and/or the deposits of nonmagnetic hydrothermal
material is responsible for the reduced magnetization of these zones.

2. The MADAM estimates are generally consistent with the NRM values of rock samples from the seafloor of
the same region, although the NRM values tend to be larger than the MADAM estimates for higher values
and smaller for lower values. The former difference might reflect variations in magnetic grain size: fast
cooling results in smaller grain size, and therefore, stronger NRM is observed for the outcropping rock
samples with respect to the bulk MADAM estimates. The latter difference might reflect the difference in
degree of low-temperature oxidation: indeed, the low-temperature oxidation of outcropping rock is
higher than that of the subseafloor; therefore, the NRM values could be weaker than the MADAM values.

3. The distribution of MADAM estimates is generally consistent with equivalent magnetizations deduced
fromAUV surveys, although the resolution of the former is higher than the latter. For instance, the individual
magnetic signatures of the Pika and Urashima sites could only be detected using high-resolution
near-seafloor measurements undertaken by the HOV.

4. Basalt to andesite and andesite-hosted hydrothermal systems of the southern Mariana back arc are
characterized by low magnetization, as are the andesite to rhyodacite-hosted hydrothermal systems
of the Marsili back-arc, Izu-Ogasawara back-arc rift, and Kermadec arc. This suggests that lava-hosted
hydrothermal sites in arc/back-arc hydrothermal fields have a magnetic signature similar to the
basalt-hosted sites in MOR setting.

5. The off-axis hydrothermal vent sites are larger than the on-axis sites, reflecting the longevity of the
hydrothermal activity. The Snail and Yamanaka sites, both located in the axial area, are likely controlled
by dike intrusions over decadal timescales, whereas the Archean, Pika, and Urashima sites are likely con-
trolled by off-axis magmatic activity over thousands of years.

Near-seafloor magnetic imaging of submarine hydrothermal systems provides important constraints to
detect and study present and past hydrothermal activity, both in back-arc basins and at MORs.
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